Head Turning Genetic Color

- Remarkable genetic color—consistently ranked #1 in NTEP trials
- Interseeds into existing turf to transform it into a luxurious putting surface
- Planted on more new golf courses worldwide in the last 5 years than any other bentgrass
- Aggressive, makes visible gains on Poa Annua each year, heals ball marks and divots quickly

**T-1 (OECD TeeOne)** *Agrostis stolonifera* represents a new generation of creeping bentgrass, with qualities never before seen in golf turf. Great on GREENS, TEES and FAIRWAYS!

**Characteristics:**

- **Tenacious ground coverage** – T-1 retains ground coverage under some incredibly tough conditions.
- **Aggressive against Poa** – at Jacklin Seed, every bentgrass strain is tested against *Poa annua*. If it doesn’t hold up, it doesn’t continue in our program. The plants that went into T-1 excelled at keeping Poa at bay. In fact, they made visible gains against Poa every year.
- **Championship quality without championship maintenance** – unlike some earlier bents generations, T-1 was bred and optimized with the mid-budget golf course in mind. T-1 provides tournament-quality golf for every golf courses and is forgiving when climate or cultural practices are not ideal.
- **Elite turf growth habit** – T-1 sets a new standard for bentgrass tiller density, providing a rich, luxurious putting surface. Yet it is remarkably easy to manage.

**Seeding Rate:**
- New Seeding: 1-2 lbs. per 1000 ft² (5-10 g/m²)
- Interseeding: 2-4 lbs. per 1000 ft² (10-20 g/m²)

**Maintenance Guidelines:** available at www.jacklin.com